Ethical problems relating to medicine and biology cover a wide variety of issues including scientific research, diffusion of new technologies, the doctor/patient relationship, and the allocation of limited health care resources, to mention but a few.
Ethical problems are very similar in most countries in Europe. Actually, most health care is provided in similar ways across Europe and there are no important differences in the disease patterns or in their management. Furthermore medical knowledge and the practices related to it flow very fast across national borders. Research studies are often conducted in more than one country and multicentre studies are very common.
There are still relevant differences in national health care systems but all of them share at least one common feature: in every country in Europe, every citizen has basic health care services provided either through a private or a public service.
It is unrealistic to push this homogeneity too far, for certain ethical problems are experienced differently according to the different cultural background. One example may be the issue of patient autonomy. In nordic countries, respect for patient autonomy has a relatively long tradition, whereas in mediterranean countries the family very often assumes decision-making on behalf of the patient.
However, given such limitations it can be assumed that on the whole ethical problems are similar in most European countries.
Disparities are more relevant in the way ethical problems are approached and solved. In the last decade, in many European countries, there has been a growing awareness of bioethical issues, and guidelines, laws, commissions of enquiry and ethics committees have been established in order to follow developments and to provide solutions in this field. Differences are important among different countries. European countries are pluralistic societies in which these questions are tackled very often after a fine tuning of the power-balance, which is different in each country. Forces in conflict include political parties, the medical profession, religious groups, and especially the weight of the Catholic Church, and significantly the media. The advice of a national ethics committee, when such a committee exists, is very relevant because it usually has both prestige and influence. Tradition also plays an important role. Furthermore some bioethical problems, such as, for instance, those related to health care resource allocation decisions, are usually not explicitly approached, creating a complicated situation in which comparisons are made looking only at what is done in practice.
However, there is a need for harmonisation of national norms on bioethics. In fact when citizens can cross national borders very easily, any restriction on a medical activity in a single country may be overcome by crossing the border, and having it done in the next one. This is very easy, specially for the better-off citizens, not to speak of the multinational companies which can do research in a more permissive country, using its citizens as subjects of the research, but applying the results in the more restrictive one.
There are of course some obstacles to reaching such harmonisation on national regulations in this field. The main one is that for most countries, these are regarded as domestic matters. No country, up to now, has accepted supranational interference in the way its national health care system is organised. Health care systems learn from the experiences of each other but, unlike medical technologies, which spread and are adopted by others very rapidly, health care systems and health care reforms are not easily exportable. Issues of resource allocation and the related ethical problems may be common to many countries but they are considered as strictly national matters.
In fact the only bioethical problems that have been considered for international harmonisation are the ones related to scientific research and the application of medical technologies. In this field bioethics is mainly defensive, meaning that ethical restrictions are imposed on any research and medical practices that threaten human dignity or human rights. It has to be assumed that some of these restrictions may change over time, as scientific knowledge improves.
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